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Eclipse for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
That’s what New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia said back in 1934. Not
many people understood the meaning or the impact of Mayor LaGuardia’s
statement, because he said it in Latin. (“E finita la cuccagna,” said the mayor.)
But today, most people agree with the spirit of LaGuardia’s proclamation....

		

Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....

		

IEEE Recommended Practice for the Design of Reliable Industrial and Commercial Power SystemsInstitution Electrical Engineers, 1998


	The design of reliable industrial and commercial power systems is of considerable interest to

	many people. Prior to 1962, a qualitative viewpoint was taken when attempting to achieve

	this objective. The need for a quantitative approach was first recognized in the early 1960s

	when a small group of pioneers led by W. H. Dickinson...





		

Operating System Concepts with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Operating systems are an essential part of any computer system. Similarly,

	a course on operating systems is an essential part of any computer-science

	education. This field is undergoing rapid change, as computers are now

	prevalent in virtually every application, from games for children through the

	most sophisticated planning...

		

Microwave Circuit Modeling Using Electromagnetic Field SimulationArtech House Publishers, 2003
This unique 'how to' book is an ideal introduction to electromagnetic field-solvers. It provides you with helpful advice on selecting the right tools for your RF and high-speed digital circuit design work. The focus is on the strengths and weaknesses of the major commercial software packages. Featuring full-color illustrations, this practical...

		

CD Cracking Uncovered: Protection Against Unsanctioned CD CopyingA-LIST Publishing, 2004
A manual on protecting CDs against illegal copying, this book shows how crackers copy CDs using various access methods. The methods covered include the CDFS driver, cooked mode, SPTI, ASPI, the SCSI port, and the MSCDEX driver. Explained is how to prevent cracker break-ins using protections based on nonstandard CD formats such as the CD driver...






		

MP3: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000
MP3, standing for MPEG-1, Layer 3, is a codec for compressing the size of audio files for digital distribution. Much more than a definition, MP3 is nothing less than a cultural and economic revolution on the Internet. Every day, hundreds of thousands of MP3 music files are searched for, shared, recorded and listened to by  computer and Internet...

		

Android Essentials (Firstpress)Apress, 2008

	Android Essentials is a no–frills, no–nonsense, code–centric run through the guts of application development on Google’s Mobile OS. This book uses the development of a sample application to work through topics, focusing on giving developers the essential tools and examples required to make viable commercial...


		

3D Game Engine Design: A Practical Approach to Real-Time Computer GraphicsCRC Press, 2006

	The first edition of 3D Game Engine Design was an international bestseller that sold over 17,000 copies and became an industry standard. In the six years since that book was published, graphics hardware has evolved enormously. Hardware can now be directly controlled through techniques such as shader programming, which...






		

S+Functional Data Analysis User's GuideSpringer, 2005

	S+Functional Data Analysis is the first commercial object oriented package for exploring, modeling, and analyzing functional data. Functional data analysis (FDA) handles longitudinal data and treats each observation as a function of time (or other variable). The functions are related. The goal is to analyze a sample of functions instead of a...

		

Asset Attack Vectors: Building Effective Vulnerability Management Strategies to Protect OrganizationsApress, 2018

	
		Build an effective vulnerability management strategy to protect your organization’s assets, applications, and data.

	Today’s network environments are dynamic, requiring multiple defenses to mitigate vulnerabilities and stop data breaches. In the modern enterprise, everything connected to the network is a...


		

C++ GUI Programming with Qt 3 (Bruce Peren's Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2004
The first official Trolltech guide to Qt 3.2 programming!
Straight from Trolltech, this book covers all you need to build industrial-strength applications with Qt 3.2.x and C++--applications that run natively on Windows, Linux/Unix, Mac OS X, and embedded Linux with no source code changes! The book teaches solid Qt programming practices; it is...
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